THE RULES OF SAFE USE AND CONSERVATION OF FURNITURE
I. The rules of use of furniture
In order to ensure the safety of use of the furniture purchased by you, please observe the following rules :
1. The assembly of furniture is to be conducted in accordance with the instructions observing the order indicated there.
2. Furniture should be used in accordance with their structure and purpose. Due to the safety of using, the furniture should not be used
as the replacement of a ladder, hanger, etc.
3. All small elements should be kept out of the reach of children.
4. Armchairs, chairs, barstools can be used by one person at one time only.
5. At least every 4 months, bolts, knob need to be checked to make sure that they are tight strongly.
6. Stop using them in case of easing (unsrewing) srews, nuts.
7. If some parts are missing or damaged, stop using the furniture till they are replaced with the original replacement.
8. Doors, drawers, shelves cannot be unnecessarily left open (pulled out) as it can endanger the safety of users, especially children.
9. The maximum furniture load:
: bar stools-100kg
: chairs- 100kg
FAILURE TO OBESERVE THE ABOVE WARNING MAY CAUSE INJURIES
For proper functioning and prolonging the lifespan of the furniture purchased by you, please observe the following rules:
1. During the assembly, screws need to be tightened in two stages, first slightly,and then only at the end tigthen each of them to the
maximum.
2. When lifting/ carrying tables (in particular fold out tables), hold them along the sides, tables should be be carrried by at least 2 people
holding by the frame.
3. In order to carry the furniture, lift it (without any additional loads), do not pull as that can damage the furniture permanently. When
carrying, hold it by vertical elements (sides, legs).
4. Furniture need to be placed on a levelled surface. In order to ensure the stability when sitting, maintain the contact between product
legs and the ground (do not lean over, do not swing).
5. Furniture should not be placed at a smaller distance than 1 m from active heat sources (radiators, heaters).
6. Furniture should not used in rooms that are dry, closed and protected against the effect of harmful atmospheric condition. Too dry or
damp air may cause the deformities of some parts of furniture. Avoid placing the furniture on wet ground (wet floors, carpets).
7. Furniture should be protected against the direct effect of the sun light.
8. Furniture tops may be damaged by hot plates, wet cups, objects with sharp or hard surfaces. In order to avoid that,it is not recommended
to place them directly on furniture tops, but use safety pads. The spilled liquid should be wiped off immediately.
9. During use, as a result of natural processes of the loss of natural colouring pigment on upholstery, there may appear discolouring in places
subjected to intensive use.
10. Damages which are the result of improper use cannot be the subject of complains.
II. The General rules of cleaning and conserving the furniture:
1. The furniture should be cleaned in the following way:
~wooden, MDF surfaces as well as those with a gloss - only with a dry, soft cloth.
~upholstered surfaces - with a household vacuum cleaner with a soft brush.
~leather surfaces (natural leather) - with a soft slightly wet cloth, and impregnate with special agents for that.
2. Avoid the use of cleaning agents which contain abrasive substances or solvents. We would like to warn you against the use of chemicals
for the conservation of furniture as they may have a negative effect on the varnish layer.
3. Wooden elements should not be cleaned and restored with the use of chemicals due to the risk of damaging the layer of those elements.

